SAP S/4HANA Express Labs
Every Organization’s Challenge
Understanding what the change to SAP S/4HANA really means for your business
SAP customers in today’s global ecosystem are continuously faced with the impending deadline of moving their systems over
to SAP S/4HANA. Many SAP customers, however, find themselves struggling to understand the impact of such a dramatic
change and how it will both positively and negatively affect their organization. This challenge often leaves SAP customers
struggling to understand how to justify their move to SAP S/4HANA, while also understanding that the move itself isn’t optional
as the deadline to make the move races ever-closer.

Lemongrass’ Exclusive Solution
Trialing your SAP data on SAP S/4HANA for 4 weeks
With over a decade of successful SAP on Cloud experience, helping customers plan, migrate, operate, automate, innovate and
secure their SAP systems, Lemongrass helps customers adopt innovation from SAP to create optimized and efficient
SAP workloads.
Our SAP S/4HANA Express Labs allow SAP customers to quickly and easily see and experience their SAP ERP datasets on the
latest live version of SAP S/4HANA on Public Cloud.
Not only does this opportunity help SAP customers better understand how their data will operate on an advanced Cloud
platform running SAP S/4HANA, but it is also provided to them as a fully-funded solution that is highly automated and secure.
During this four week period, your organization can spend time reviewing provided SAP S/4HANA Assessment Reports,
Lemongrass’ exclusive recommendations, as well as the unique ability to explore and test the upgraded system yourself allowing you to gather the input required to identify business benefits and detailed impact to build your business case for
migrating to SAP S/4HANA.

Benefits
Accelerate your journey to SAP S/4HANA and benefit from our proprietary tools
Cloud-Automation
Rapid, automated deployments of Enterpriseready, secure Landing Zones, Core Services and
SAP S/4HANA Environments

Highly Secure
Leveraging SAP Production-grade security
standards, we ensure that your data is safe and
under your control on Cloud

Self-Service
Determine the version of SAP S/4HANA
your organization requires for your POC,
its availability and also who from your
organization requires access

Full Impact Assessment
We provide you with a complete SAP S/4HANA
Readiness Report, providing additional
recommendations for your review

Why Lemongrass
Lemongrass’ legacy of successfully transforming and modernizing SAP ecosystems with Cloud technology has helped global,
enterprise corporations reduce costs, leverage best-of-breed technology, increase security and create continuous channels for
innovation. Seamlessly migrating workloads to hyperscale Cloud, Lemongrass helps organizations manage their systems in
the Cloud and deliver expected agility while also providing them with enterprise-grade SLAs. Their expertise in SAP and Cloud
automation allows for rapid and consistent deployments of SAP environments, including production-ready SAP S/4HANA
environments.

Learn more: info@lemongrasscloud.com
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Scope of Offering for SAP S/4HANA Express Labs
Participants in Lemongrass’ SAP S/4HANA Express Labs experience the power of leveraging the Lemongrass Cloud Platform
and its automation framework which helps to deploy a secure Landing Zone, Core Service, Technical Platform and an SAP
S/4HANA environment that helps meet fast-moving transformation projects. Supported by Lemongrass’ SAP expertise,
SAP customers are able to quickly start their SAP S/4HANA projects at minimal cost, as well as risk, by leveraging the data
provided as a blueprint for the creation of a comprehensive, final production environment of SAP S/4HANA’s intelligent
enterprise landscape.
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Case Study: A US-Based Life Science Company
Running their business on 2 SAP ERP landscapes (one a recent version of ERP, the other a dated ERP version), in order to
modernize their business, the Life Sciences company wanted to converge their different business operations into one, unified
global platform - making the decision that pursuing an SAP S/4HANA platform would make the most sense. However, despite
working within a test SAP S/4HANA system, the company struggled to quantify the business benefits of moving to SAP
S/4HANA.
Lemongrass stepped up to help solve this issue by quickly providing a production-grade landscape on hyperscale Cloud. They
then cloned the most recent version of the company’s SAP ERP system and ran their proprietary SAP S/4HANA Assessment
Report, followed by an SAP System Conversion to S/4HANA. The customer was then able to properly assess the benefits of
moving their existing systems to SAP S/4HANA as well as how to complete their business case for the migration and move
forward with their consolidation project.

About Lemongrass
Lemongrass is a software-enabled services provider focused on delivering superior, highly automated Managed Services to
Enterprise customers. With a portfolio of services designed to deliver the desired outcomes from an SAP transformation,
Lemongrass engineers strategies and services that enable the economics, scale and agility of hyperscale computing
while unlocking business innovation and controlling the risks and uncertainties. Our customers span multiple verticals
and geographies across the Americas, EMEA and APAC. We partner with SAP, AWS, Microsoft, Google and other global
technology leaders.
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